
Princeton USG Senate
March 19th, 2022

1. Standard procedure
a. President’s Report (Stephen Daniels, 10 minutes)

i. Upcoming Meetings
1. 1:2 w/ Dean Dunne and Dean Deas
2. Scooters/E-Device Safety Campaign Meeting
3. USLC Tomorrow

b. Questions and Comments (5 minutes)
2. Projects Board Approval (5 minutes)

i. African Students Association - $2000
ii. Princeton Caribbean Connection - $1500
iii. Black Student Union - $2000

b. Daniel Shaw motions for a vote, Quin Freeny seconds the motion
i. 17 in favor, 0 against, 8 abstaining
ii. The vote passes

3. 2nd Vote: Constitutional Amendment (Aishwarya Swamidurai and Genevieve Shutt, 5
minutes)

a. Quin Freeny motions for a vote, Med Coulibaly seconds the motion
i. 19 in favor, 0 against, 6 abstaining
ii. The vote passes

4. March Madness Planning (35 minutes)
a. Option 1: Watch Party

i. Likely location: Jadwin
ii. Could provide similar to the bonfire - around $10000

b. Option 2: Sending students to Louisville
i. Cost for travel: $20000 for each event (Men and Women)
ii. 50 students offered ticket/travel through lottery

c. Discussion
d. Stephen: I think we should have a watch party and am fairly committed to

organizing this
e. Genevieve: I agree. If we send students to the game, we’d also need to

have an on campus.
f. Stephen: If we want to send students, are we comfortable with potentially

spending $40000?
g. Avi: What else could it go to?
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h. Stephen: It is our cushion. We have not allocated money to Tigers in Town
and there are always other events down the line.

i. Afzal: I agree. I don't think 50 people and $20000 dollars match. I think I
should spend more money on campus where we can serve more students.

j. Aishwarya: I agree with Avi and others. I think creating a really cool,
decked out watch party type event would be super fun for a larger portion
of students

k. Daniel: I agree
l. Quin: Even if we have trouble getting Jadwin, we could look at multiple

spaces across campus
m. Cait: I don’t think it is the best use of money to send students there. If

tickets have already been bought then we could give those away and have
students organize their own transportation.

n. Stephen: They will still distribute tickets for about $150 each. Would we
still want to subsidize tickets or just do the watch party? It seems like we
are leaning towards doing the watch party. Which locations would work
best?

o. Daniel: I think that if we can find one location to do a general watch party
that would concentrate the energy. Frist could work; the MPR has large
screens.

p. Dean Deas: Frist could work. We can audit EMS quickly and use MPR,
the TV lounge, and other classrooms. What do you think about using
McCosh or other large spaces?

q. Amanda: I think if we could find a space big enough to hold everyone, one
space would be nice, like the Frist MPR or Jadwin or maybe even Dillion
Main Gym Floor, but if the space isn’t big enough, we might need
multiple spaces within one building

r. Daniel: I feel that it would be difficult to move around and have
conversations in a lecture room, so that might not be ideal.

s. Madi: People who are hard core sports fans will go to wherever we put the
event, but if we want the most people who will just casually watch, we
should have it in Frist

t. Avi: I don't see Jadwin as being that far. People already have a central
location if they watch individually, which would be their own rooms or the
rooms of friends. I don't think we should shoot for a couple hundred
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people in attendance, I think we could reach thousands. If we get Jadwin
then we will have the most impact

u. Stephen: Our straw poll looks like we will use Jadwin. What stuff do we
want for the event?

v. Quin: Some kind of beads or face paint that we can have there, and we
should ask people to go all out

w. Stephen: Thoughts on face paint?
x. Quin: We could have fast options, not necessarily professionals
y. Dean Dunne: We could do temporary tattoos and PSEC has brought in an

artist before. Temporary tattoos could just be a quick ship in.
z. Stephen: Thoughts on giveaways? They are already doing the limited

edition shirts at the U Store, we could do a giveaway for that. There are
lots of other expenses we need to think of as well.

aa. Dean Deas: The Nomad truck operates seasonally. I didn't see the selection
show. I attended the watch party last year, it was mostly pizza from a
different vendor. We could get a catering order and target someone with
experience who could do setup and cleanup

bb. Daniel: Nomad requests a guest count 7 days in advance for the trucks,
according to their website

cc. Stephen: For the selection show it was Papa Johns and hotdogs, we'd need
to pay more attention to dietary restrictions. We could do that with
vegan/vegetarian options.

dd. Dean Dunne: There is a large capacity. Would this be just for students, or
other groups. Could we open it to the community?

ee. Stephen: If we open it, we’d have to see their interest in funding it.
ff. Quin: One small thing for publicity later - can we reach out to all of the

residential colleges and have them send out the flyer/poster on their ways
of communication? Just to get it beyond the scope of the people that
usually engage with USG communication


